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July 5th, 2009
Navair Technologies and Canamex Communications Corporation team up to
offer reciprocal products and services for delivering emergency text
messages and DAS (Distributed Antenna Systems)
Mississauga, ON – Navair Technologies and Canamex Communications Corporation,
Markham, Ontario, announce a teaming agreement to offer turnkey solutions for delivering
alarm and emergency “text” messages IN SECONDS to staff with onsite pagers in Hospitals,
Mines, Subways, Dams, and in any underground installation.
The Canamex’s PageRouter Message Management System can connect to a multitude of
message sources such as SCADA and PLC systems, Monitor Control, Building and Medical
Alarm systems, to automatically send alarm text messages to people with onsite pagers or any
type of wireless devices. By using a browser, staff can type or use programmable text
messages, to page from unlimited network computers.
As a result of this agreement, customers will save money and time by purchasing from one
source a complete, end-to-end turnkey system consisting of the PageRouter Message
Management System integrated into a single Distributed Antenna System, for signal coverage
including RF hard-to-reach areas. In addition, RF signals will also be distributed to underground
and in-building two-way radios and cellular phones to ensure communications as a part of a
turnkey package. “This means alarm and emergency messages to onsite pagers are
delivered within a few seconds.”

About Canamex Communications Corp
Canamex Communications Corporation is a leading manufacturer and supplier of wireless
message management products to the North American marketplace. Founded in 1978,
Canamex Communications has a long history of developing innovative messaging products for
Hospitals and the health-care industry. Leveraging their software and hardware design
capabilities, Canamex has produced products that are used in an estimated 40% of all hospitals
in the USA. Their products have also found applications in many and varied facilities requiring
flexible messaging capabilities, such as Emergency Dispatch Agencies, Fire Departments,
Government Services, and Factories. With the success of its flagship product, the PageRouter
system, Canamex Communications has realized a truly flexible, protocol-agnostic platform that
can deliver messages from virtually any device to any other device, wired or wireless,
regardless of type. More information on Canamex Communications Corporation and their
products can be obtained from their website at www.canamexcom.com.
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About Navair Technologies
Navair Technologies is a leading distributor of specialized Communications Test and
Measurement products to Canadian Government and Industry. Its Product Distribution Group
represents the leading Test and Measurement OEM’s in the world. Navair’s calibration lab
capabilities include frequencies from DC to 50 GHz, supporting a very diverse range of OEM
Test and Measurement products.
Its Systems Solutions Group is the premier professional service organization providing turn-key
in-building wireless solutions for all types of building facilities on a global basis. Their broadband
and narrowband solutions combine Public Safety Radio Systems (for First Responders including
Fire, Police, EMS), Commercial Wireless Services (Cellular, PCS, Mobile Data), Wireless
Internet technologies (Wi-Fi, WiMAX), and emerging technologies such as Tracking / RFID.
As a true System Integrator, Navair offers a vendor-neutral design approach using best-in-class
products ideally suited to every unique application. Their solutions include both coaxial and
fiber-optic based architectures and an ever-evolving class of products addressing the growing
demand for high-performance, high-bandwidth in-building wireless networks including voice,
data and multi-service networking applications. More information about Navair Technologies is
available from its Web site at www.navair.com.
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